ABSTRACTS


MEMORIES ABOUT Z.Y. BOYARSHINOVA

Memories of colleagues and students of professor Z. Y. Boyarshinova, doctor of history, investigator history of Siberia, one of founders of History faculty in Tomsk state university and Tomsk school of historians was put in this part.
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P. 18. Solovieva V.A. WE REMEMBER …


P. 26. Chaldisheva N.V. MEMORIES ABOUT GRANDMATHER.

P. 30. Sorokin Iu.A. I REMEMBER ABOUT ZOYA YACOVLEVNA BOYARSHINOVA.

P. 35. Gagarin A.V. MEMORIES OF ONE STUDENT OF PROFESSOR Z.Y. BOYARSHINOVA.

P. 37. Preobraghenskiy A.A. ABOUT ZOYA YACOVLEVNA BOYARSHINOVA.

P. 41. Ivanova M.V. MEMORIES OF FORMER STUDENT.

P. 43. Serbai L.I. MEMORIES OF STUDENT.

P. 45. Andruchenko B.K. MY MEMORIES ABOUT Z.Y. BOYARSHINOVA.

P. 46. Vilkov O.N. MEMORABLE MEETING.

P. 47. Kuznetzova F.S. MEMORY ABOUT TEACHER.

P. 49. Assonova A.F. ABOUT ZOYA YACOVLEVNA BOYARSHINOVA.

P. 51. Agapova T.N. MY GREETING TO ZOYA YACOVLEVNA.

P. 54. Tomilov N.A. MEMORIES ABOUT ZOYA YACOVLEVNA BOYARSHINOVA GREAT INVESTIGATOR OF SIBERIA AND HUMANIST.

P. 56. Mamsik T.S. SCHOOL OF SCIENTIFIC ETHICS.

P. 58. Cherkasova M.S. ABOUT MY MEETINGS WITH ZOYA YACOVLEVNA.

P. 59. Golisheva L.A. WORD ABOUT TEACHER: TO 90th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTHDAY OF PROFESSOR Z.Y. BOYARSHINOVA.

REPORTS AT PLENARY SESSION

P. 63. Lamin V.A., Shelegina O.N. THE MAIN RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVES OF THE SETTLEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF ASIAN RUSSIA. The article presents the results of the integration research of the adaptive mechanisms and practices in traditional and flexible communities. This method allows us to investigate historical dynamics of the settlement in Asian Russia. Importance of historical and demographical researches is emphasized, as well as the necessity of writing monographs on Siberian history. Application of the scientific achievements to production, culture and education is in the center of this article.
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P. 69. Shilovsky M.V. SCIENCE AS A FACTOR OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF ASIAN RUSSIA. The author examines process of scientific study of Siberia in the course of its economic development in the 18th-beginning of the 21st centuries so as to show combination of expeditions and stationary research methods.

Keywords: scientific study of Siberia.

20TH CENTURY. In modern conditions when Russia makes one more attempt to main western market
economy, an investigation of Potanin's views about the meaning «homeland study» in developing
Siberian trade at the end of 19th - the beginning of 20th centuries is of the special actuality. Potanin
thought about increasing Russia prestige and considered that the most important thing for Russia is to
study trade successfully but not war. According to Potanin's views it could be achieved only on condi-
tions of modernization of special education of the Siberian merchants.
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P. 81. Dorofeev M.V. PEASANT AGRICULTURE IN THE WEST SIBERIA IN THE SECOND
HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY (TO THE QUESTION OF “BACKWARD DEVELOPMENT” OF
THE AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS). Russian peasants of Siberia used more comfortable systems than
Europe for the local areas, although there is an opinion that they are not so “developed” as in Europe.
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P. 87. Khramkov A.A. PROBLEMS OF MODERN HISTORIOGRAPHY REFLECTIONS ON
HISTORY OF STOLYPINS REFORMS IN SIBERIA. In the article the attempt of analysis of the
modern state of study of history of Stolypin’s reforms in Siberia is undertaken in the light of change
of looks to the phenomenon of Stolypin and assertion in research practice of historical association of
new methodological and conceptual paradigms.
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P. 95. Chernaya M.P. SIBERIAN CITY OF END XVI – BEGINNING XVIII IN HISTORIAN-
ARCHEOLOGICAL REFLECTING (HISTORIOGRAPHY ASPECT). There is given the his-story
riographical estimation of historical and archaeological Studying of cities and forts of Siberia of the
end XVI – XVIII century. The basic concepts and results Siberian urbanistics are considered.

Keywords: Siberian city, archaeology.

P. 113. Bojko V.P. ENTERPRISE ACTIVITY OF DECEMBRISTS IN THE SIBERIAN EXILE:
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS. The article deals with the problems of Decembrist
movement history in Russia. Bourgeois character of their theories about society reorganization on the
basis of program theses is concluded and the example of economic activities of Decembrists in Siberia
confirms it.

Keywords: Decembrists, Siberia, business.

P. 122. Chernobay O.L. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF NOVOSIBIRSK IN THE BE-
GINNING OF 20TH CENTURY. With the growing pf national economy in Siberia in the middle of
1920s the sizes of its participation in external barter USSR have increased. First of all Sibvneshtorg
tried to decide questions connected with maximum employment of its productive forces.

Keywords: Novosibirsk, economy, trade, transport, international relations.

II. PROBLEMS OF PEOPLES MOVEMENT IN RUSSIA

P. 127. Kudriashev V.N. «PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT» MEMBERS AND POLISH QUESTION
40-80 YEARS OF XIX CENTURY. In this article are consider the views of the Russian «people's
movement» members of the second-half XIX of century on one of the hardest political national ques-
tions in the history of Russian. There are shown the revolutionary and reformist versions, which were
being proposed by socialists for the solution of Polish- Russian confrontations.

Keywords: Polish question, narodnik, people's movement.

III. ANTHROPOLOGY OF SIBERIA

P. 143. Gromov A.V. TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TES’ POPULATIONS OF MINUSIN-
SKAYA DEPRESSION. The paper is focused on comparison of cranial series from Tes' ground buri-
als with different Tagar groups. Analyses of cranial metric and nonmetric data point to Saragash
populations as the most close relatives of Tes' people.

Keywords: Tagar culture, anthropology, ground burials.